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Image Authentication Using
Distributed Source Coding
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Abstract—We present a novel approach using distributed source
coding for image authentication. The key idea is to provide a
Slepian–Wolf encoded quantized image projection as authentica-
tion data. This version can be correctly decoded with the help of
an authentic image as side information. Distributed source coding
provides the desired robustness against legitimate variations while
detecting illegitimate modification. The decoder incorporating
expectation maximization algorithms can authenticate images
which have undergone contrast, brightness, and affine warping
adjustments. Our authentication system also offers tampering
localization by using the sum-product algorithm.

Index Terms—Distributed source coding, EM algorithm, image
authentication, sum-product algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

M EDIA content can be efficiently delivered through inter-
mediaries, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing and

P2P multicast streaming. Popular P2P file sharing systems in-
clude BitTorrent, eMule, and KaZaA. In these systems, each
user not only receives the requested content but also acts as a
relay forwarding the received portions to the other users. Since
the same content can be re-encoded several times, media content
in those P2P file sharing systems is available in various digital
formats, such as JPEG and JPEG2000 for images, and MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, and H.264/AVC for videos. On the other hand, the un-
trusted intermediaries might tamper with the media for a variety
of reasons, such as interfering with the distribution of particular
files, piggybacking unauthentic content, or generally discred-
iting a particular distribution system. A 2005 survey indicates
that more than 50% of popular songs in KaZaA are corrupted
[1], e.g., replaced with noise or different songs. Distinguishing
legitimate encoding versions from maliciously tampered ones
is important in applications that deliver media content through
untrusted intermediaries. The problem is more challenging if
some legitimate adjustments, such as cropping and resizing an
image, are allowed in addition to lossy compression. Additional
adjustments might not change the meaning of the content, but
could be misclassified as tampering. Users might also be inter-
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ested in localizing tampered regions. Distinguishing legitimate
encodings with possible adjustments from tampering and local-
izing tampering are the challenges addressed in this paper. We
apply distributed source coding and statistical methods to solve
the image authentication problem.

Section II reviews past approaches in image authentication,
the fundamentals of distributed source coding, and related work
in secure biometrics. Section III introduces the image authen-
tication system using distributed source coding. We formulate
image authentication problem as a hypothesis testing problem.
The original image projection is quantized and encoded using
Slepian–Wolf coding, a form of distributed source coding [2].
By correctly choosing the size of the Slepian–Wolf bitstream, it
can be decoded using the legitimate image as side information.
Section IV presents an extension of the basic scheme to au-
thenticate images that have undergone legitimate editing, such
as contrast, brightness, and affine warping adjustments. The
authentication decoder learns the editing parameters directly
from the target image through decoding the authentication data
using an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. Section V
extends the authentication system to localize tampering in the
image.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Previous Work in Image Authentication

Past approaches for image authentication fall into three
groups: forensics, watermarking, and robust hashing. In digital
forensics, the user verifies the authenticity of an image solely by
checking the received content [3]–[5]. Unfortunately, without
any information from the original, one cannot completely
confirm the integrity of the received content because content
unrelated to the original may pass forensic checking. Another
option for image authentication is watermarking. A semi-fragile
watermark is embedded into the host signal waveform without
perceptual distortion [6]–[8]. Users can confirm authenticity
by extracting the watermark from the received content. The
system design should ensure that the watermark survives lossy
compression, but that it breaks as a result of malicious ma-
nipulations. Unfortunately, watermarking authentication is not
backward compatible with previously encoded contents; i.e.,
unmarked content cannot be authenticated later. Embedded
watermarks might also increase the bit rate required when
compressing a media file.

This paper develops authentication techniques based on ro-
bust hashing, which is inspired by cryptographic hashing [9]. In
this technique, the user checks the integrity of the received con-
tent using a small amount of data derived from the original con-
tent. Many hash-based image authentication systems achieve ro-
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bustness against lossy compression by using compression-in-
variant features, such as [10]–[19]. These compression-inspired
features are designed for particular compression schemes but
fail under other coding schemes or common image processing.
Robustness is increased using more sophisticated features, such
as block-based histograms [20], zero-mean low-pass Gaussian
pseudo-random projection [21], [22], block standard deviations
and means [23], [24], column and row projections [25], and
transform coefficients [26], [27]. Any fixed projection has the
weakness that an attacker who knows the null space of the pro-
jection can alter the image without affecting the authentica-
tion data. Using pseudo-random projections or tilings, such as
in [28], keeps the null space a secret. Similar considerations
apply to features calculated in a nonlinear manner. Features ro-
bust against rotation, cropping, resizing, or translation have been
proposed based on the Radon transform [29]–[31], the Fourier
transform [32], and pixel statistics along radii [33]–[35]. Other
methods include features important to the human visual system
[36]–[42].

Quantization and compression of authentication data has not
been studied in depth. Most approaches use coarse quantization.
For example, Fridrich et al. use 1-bit quantization for random
projection coefficients [21], [22], [40], and the relation-based
approaches [10]–[12], [14]–[17] can be considered as 1-bit
quantizations of coefficient differences. The first to consider
error-correcting coding in reducing the image authentication
data size were Venkatesan et al. [28]. The idea is to project
the binary feature vectors of both images into syndrome bits
of an error-correcting code and directly compare the syndrome
bits to decide the authenticity. The approach of Sun et al. uses
systematic Hamming codes to obtain the parity check bits of
the binary feature vectors as the authentication data [43]. These
parity check bits are concatenated with the binary feature vector
of the received image to correct the errors introduced by image
processing, such as compression. Our novel ideas make further
improvements with the knowledge of distributed source coding
and statistical methods. Inspired by our approach, Tagliasacchi
et al. proposed using Wyner–Ziv coding and compressive
sensing for image authentication by exploiting additional as-
sumptions on the sparsity of tampering [44].

B. Lossless Distributed Source Coding

The problem of compressing features of the original image
relative to features of the target image is a distributed source
coding problem as shown in Fig. 1. Source is available at the
encoder, but the side information is available at the decoder
only. Slepian and Wolf proved that can be compressed to a
rate and still be decoded without loss in the
presence of [2]. Conversely, when is less than ,
the probability of decoding error will be bounded away from
zero.

State-of-the-art practical Slepian–Wolf coding often employs
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [45], [46]. The work
reported in this paper likewise uses LDPC codes and employs
them to efficiently encode random projections of images.

Fig. 1. The source � and side information � are statistically dependent, but
� is available only at the decoder.

Fig. 2. The target image � is modeled as an output of a two-state lossy channel.
In the legitimate state, the channel consists of lossy compression and reconstruc-
tion, such as JPEG and JPEG2000; in the tampered state, the channel further
applies a malicious attack.

C. Secure Biometrics

Our approach has similarities to Slepian–Wolf coding
for secure storage of biometric data reported in [47], [48].
The problem is to robustly hash enrollment versions of the
biometric. The idea is to encode features of the enrollment
biometric, so that decoding is possible only with a correlated
authentication biometric acting as side information. The secure
biometric problem and the image authentication problem have
important differences. For secure biometrics, the biometric data
from two different people are assumed to be independent. In
image authentication, the tampered target images are usually
correlated to the original but with statistics different to those of
the authentic target images. Thus, the secure biometric problem
requires hypothesis testing against independence under rate
constraints [49], while image authentication is a more general
rate-constrained hypothesis testing problem [50], [51]. The ob-
servation that the target images are usually correlated supports
our use of the EM algorithm for learning unknown editing
parameters and the sum-product algorithm for tampering local-
ization.

III. IMAGE AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM

We can conveniently formulate image authentication as a hy-
pothesis testing problem. The authentication data provides in-
formation about the original image to the user. The user makes
the authentication decision based on the target image and the
authentication data. We first describe a two-state channel that
models the target image and then present the image authentica-
tion system using distributed source coding.

A. Two-State Channel

We model the target image using a two-state channel, shown
in Fig. 2. In the legitimate state, the channel performs lossy com-
pression and reconstruction, such as JPEG or JPEG2000, with
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of 30 dB or better. In the tam-
pered state, it includes a malicious attack.
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Fig. 3. Examples of the two-state lossy channel output. (a) � original, (b) �
at the output of the legitimate channel, and (c) � at the output of the tampered
channel.

Fig. 3 demonstrates a sample input and two outputs of this
channel. The source image is a Kodak test image at 512 512
resolution. In the legitimate state, the channel is JPEG2000
compression and reconstruction at (the worst permissible) 30
dB PSNR. In the tampered state, a further malicious attack
is applied: a 19 163 pixel text banner is overlaid on the
reconstructed image and some objects are removed.

The joint statistics of and vary depending on the state
of the channel. In the legitimate state, the difference resem-
bles white noise due to the compression; in the tampered state,
the channel additionally introduces tampering which results in
image-like differences in some regions. This suggests that low
frequency components can greatly distinguish legitimate and
tampered regions. Let and be low-frequency block projec-
tions of images and , respectively. The image authentication
problem at the projection level in the hypothesis testing setting
is described as follows:

(1)
where the distribution is if is legitimate and

if it is tampered. Also, is the fraction of
tampered image blocks, and is their probability
model. We assume that is a uniform
distribution over the dynamic range of . Having both projec-
tions and , the optimal decision is based on the likelihood
ratio test: . The next section describes
our image authentication scheme which uses these statistical
assumptions to generate authentication data using distributed
source coding.

B. Proposed Image Authentication System

In our authentication system shown in Fig. 4, a pseudorandom
projection (based on a randomly drawn seed ) is applied
to the original image and the projection coefficients are
quantized to yield . The authentication data are comprised of
two parts, both derived from . The Slepian–Wolf bitstream

is the output of a Slepian–Wolf encoder based on LDPC
codes [45] and the much smaller digital signature
consists of the seed and a cryptographic hash value of
signed with a private key.

The authentication data are generated by a server upon re-
quest. Each response uses a different random seed , which
is provided to the decoder as part of the authentication data.
This prevents an attack which simply confines the tampering to

the nullspace of the projection. Based on the random seed, for
each 16 16 nonoverlapping block , we generate a 16 16
pseudorandom matrix by drawing its elements independently
from a Gaussian distribution and normalizing so that

. We choose empirically. In this way, we
maintain the properties of the mean projection while gaining
sensitivity to high-frequency attacks. The inner product
is uniformly quantized into an element of .

The rate of the Slepian–Wolf bitstream determines
how statistically similar the target image must be to the original
to be declared authentic. If the conditional entropy
exceeds the bitrate in bits per pixel, cannot be decoded
correctly [2]. Therefore, the rate of should be chosen to
be just sufficient to authenticate the legitimate image at its worst
permissible quality. In our system, we select a Slepian–Wolf
bitrate just sufficient to authenticate both legitimate 30 dB
JPEG2000 and JPEG reconstructed versions of the original
image. Practically, the Slepian–Wolf bitrate is determined by
finding the minimum decodable rate for the training images
with the worst permissible quality. This worst permissible
quality is an external parameter that depends on the particular
application. Generally, if a smaller quality degradation is per-
missible, fewer bits are required for authentication. If a worse
quality is permissible, more bits are needed.

At the receiver, the user seeks to authenticate the image
with authentication data and . It first projects

to in the same way as during authentication data genera-
tion using the same random seed . A Slepian–Wolf decoder
reconstructs from the Slepian–Wolf bitstream using

as side information. Decoding is via LDPC belief propaga-
tion [45] initialized according to the statistics of the legitimate
channel state at the worst permissible quality for the given orig-
inal image. Finally, the image digest of is computed and
compared to the image digest, decrypted from the digital signa-
ture using a public key. If these two image digests
do not match, the receiver recognizes that image is tampered.
Otherwise the receiver makes a decision based on the likeli-
hood ratio test: , where and
are probability models derived from (1) for legitimate and tam-
pered states, respectively, and is a fixed decision threshold.

The authentication system presented in this section can ad-
dress various types of lossy compression. The next section dis-
cusses an adaptive distributed source coding decoder to broaden
the robustness of the system for some common adjustments,
such as contrast and brightness adjustment, and affine warping.

IV. LEARNING UNKNOWN PARAMETERS

OF IMAGE ADJUSTMENT

It is not uncommon that a target image has undergone ad-
ditional adjustments besides compression. Some of these we
might want to accept as legitimate image adjustments. For
example, the image might be slightly cropped and resized to
meet the size and resolution of the client display or contrast and
brightness adjustment may have been adjusted for an image that
is too dark or to bright. If we consider those image adjustment
legitimate, the basic image authentication system described
in the previous section would fail; even a slight resizing or
brightness or contrast change would be considered tampering.
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Fig. 4. Image authentication system using distributed source coding. The authentication data consists of a Slepian–Wolf encoded quantized pseudorandom pro-
jection of the original image, a random seed, and a signature of the image projection. The target image is modeled as an output of the two-state lossy channel
shown in Fig. 2. The user projects the target image using the same projection to yield the side information and tries to decode the Slepian–Wolf bitstream using
the side information. If the decoding fails, i.e., the hash value of the reconstructed image projection does not match the signature, the verification decoder claims
it is tampered, otherwise, the reconstructed image projection along with the side information is examined using hypothesis testing.

Fig. 5. The target image is modeled as an output of a two-state channel affected
by a global editing function ���� �� with unknown but fixed parameter �. In the
tampered state, the channel additionally applies malicious tampering.

Decoding the authentication data by trying out all possible
editing parameters is clearly not feasible, the computational
complexity would be overwhelming.

In the following, we present a novel solution in which the au-
thentication decoder learns the editing parameters directly from
the target image through decoding the authentication data using
an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. We introduce a
two-state channel with unknown editing parameters to formu-
late the problem and an EM decoder for images that have simul-
taneously undergone contrast, brightness, and affine warping
adjustment.

A. Two-State Channel With Unknown Adjustment Parameters

We model the target image by way of a two-state channel
with unknown adjustment parameters as shown in Fig. 5. In both
states, the channel adjusts the image via legitimate editing with a
fixed but unknown parameter . In the legitimate state, we model

, where and are the original and the target
images, respectively, and is noise introduced by compression
and reconstruction. In the tampered state, the channel addition-
ally applies malicious tampering.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the channel for a Kodak test image at
512 512 resolution. Fig. 6(b) shows a target image which
has simultaneously undergone contrast, brightness, and affine
warping adjustment: ,
where are the corresponding
coordinates in the original and target images, respectively,

are contrast and brightness adjustment parameters,

Fig. 6. One of the Kodak test images. (a) The original image and (b) a legit-
imate image with contrast increased by 20%, brightness decreased by 10/255,
and rotated 5 degrees around the center. The target image (b) is compressed and
reconstructed by JPEG at 30 dB PSNR. (c) Realigned target image color over-
laid. The blue areas associated with the 16� 16 blocks indicate the cropped-out
regions; the other blocks form the cropped-in region.

Fig. 7. The oracle decoder knows the parameters and compensates the target
image to align with the authentication data. Then the Slepian–Wolf is decoded
using the compensated target image as side information to yield an a posteriori
pmf of the quantized projection � �� �. The reconstructed quantized image
projection is the result of a hard decision on � �� �.

and are transformation and translation
parameters, respectively. In this case, there are 8 scalar pa-
rameters. Exhaustive search is not practical. Moreover, since
the authenticity decision is based on likelihood ratio test:

, accurate estimation of is
needed for confident decision results.

Fig. 7 shows a decoder that has access to an oracle knowing
the true editing parameters of the target image. The target
image is compensated using the parameters provided by the
oracle, and the decoder decodes the Slepian–Wolf bitstream
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Fig. 8. The Slepian–Wolf decoder with contrast, brightness, and affine warping
adjustment learning decodes the Slepian–Wolf bitstream��� � using the target
image �. Each iteration produces soft estimation of corresponding coordinates
� and quantized original projections � in the E-step and updates the adjust-
ment parameters in the M-step.

and tests the target image and reconstructed image projection
in the same way described in Section III. The authentication
decision is based on the reconstructed image projection and the
compensated target image. Due to affine warping and cropping,
some portions of the original image are cropped out in the
target image . The cropped-out areas of the target image are
not considered in the authentication decision. Fig. 6(c) shows
the target image realigned to the original. The blue areas in
Fig. 6(c) indicate the cropped-out regions. We refer to the re-
maining area of the image as the “cropped-in” region. Clearly,
the oracle decoder is not practical, but it will be useful as an
upper performance bound later on. Next we show how to turn
the oracle decoder into a practical one using statistical learning
techniques.

B. EM Decoder for Contrast, Brightness, and Affine Warping
Adjustment

We consider a target image that has simultaneously under-
gone contrast, brightness and affine warping adjustment. The
contrast of the example target image shown in Fig. 6(b) is in-
creased by 20%, and brightness decreased by 10/255. It is then
rotated counterclockwise by 5 degrees around the image center,
cropped to 512 512 and JPEG compressed and reconstructed
at 30 dB PSNR. Recall that we model the editing as

, where

and

for a 5-degree counterclockwise rotation and cropping, and
, for contrast and brightness changes.

Unlike past approaches in which the projection or the fea-
tures might be invariant to the contrast, brightness, and affine
warping adjustment, we solve this problem by decoding the au-
thentication data while learning the parameters that establish the
correlation between the target and original images. Estimation
of the adjustment parameters requires the target image and the
original image projections, but the latter is not available before
decoding. This situation with latent variables to estimate can be
addressed using EM.

The EM Slepian–Wolf decoder in Fig. 8 decodes the
Slepian–Wolf bitstream using the target image and

yields the reconstructed image projection . The E-step
updates the a posteriori probability mass function (pmf)

and estimates corresponding coordinates for a subset
of reliably-decoded projections. The M-step updates the affine
warping parameters based on the corresponding coordinate
distributions, denoted in Fig. 8. This loop of EM itera-
tions terminates when hard decisions on satisfy the
constraints imposed by .

In the iteration , the E-step fixes the parameters ,
and at their current hard estimates and obtains a compensated
image . We derive intrinsic pmfs for the image projections

as follows. In the cropped-in region, we use Gaussian distri-
butions centered at the random projection values of , and
in the cropped-out region, we use uniform distributions. Then
we run three iterations of LDPC decoding on the a priori pmfs
with the Slepian–Wolf bitstream to produce a posteriori
pmfs .

We estimate the corresponding coordinates for those
projections for which ,
denoting this set of reliably-decoded projection indices as .1

We also denote the maximizing reconstruction value to
be . For the projection , we produce the pmf

by matching to the
overcomplete projections of through over a small
search window. Specifically,
is proportional to the integral over the quantization interval of

of a Gaussian centered at the projection of a block at
in the image . Since in the later iterations is closer
to the original image, we empirically set the search window
size to , where , and
the variance for the Gaussian to . The
update of the latent variable is written as

In the M-step, we estimate the parameters , and
with respect to by holding the corresponding coordinate

pmfs fixed and maximizing a lower bound of the log-
likelihood function:

The lower bound is due to Jensen’s inequality and concavity of
. Note also that does not

1To guarantee that � is nonempty, we make sure to encode a small portion of
the quantized image projection � with degree-1 syndrome bits. The decoder
knows those values with probability 1 and includes their indices in �.
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depend on the parameters and , and
does not depend on the parameters and . Thus, we can
maximize the lower bound separately over these two sets of
parameters. The affine warping parameters are updated using
(2) derived from the least squares method with assumption that

is a Gaussian with mean at .

...
...

...
...

(2)

where

and

Similarly, we model as a
quantized Gaussian with mean at . Setting
partial derivatives with respect to and to zero, we obtain
the updates:

where

Note that the parameters, , are with respect to
. The parameters with respect to the target image for

the next iteration are updated as follows:
, and .

The likelihood ratio test for authenticity is
, measured

over the cropped-in area of the compensated target image where
are the final estimated parameters with respect to .

Fig. 9 demonstrates the efficiency of the EM decoder by illus-
trating the traces of parameter searching for different decoders
facing contrast and brightness changes. The ground truth of the
contrast parameter is 0.84, and brightness is 10. The oracle de-
coder directly outputs the ground truth. The decoder unaware
of adjustment uses 1 and 0 for contrast and brightness param-
eters, respectively. In Fig. 9(c), the exhaustive search decoder
tries to decode the authentication data using samples in the pa-
rameter space from 0.75 to 1.2 of contrast parameter and 20

Fig. 9. Search traces for different decoders. (a) The oracle decoder directly
outputs the ground truth; (b) the decoder unaware of adjustment outputs (1,0)
for contrast and brightness parameters; (c) the exhaustive search decoder tries to
decode the authentication data using the parameters in the discrete search space,
until it reaches a parameter that can successfully decode the authentication data;
(d) the proposed EM decoder iteratively updates the parameters and decodes the
authentication data.

to 20 of brightness parameter until it obtains a parameter sample
that can successfully decode the bitstream. The discrete search
space makes the resulting parameters inaccurate and the com-
putational complexity grows exponentially as the parameter di-
mension increases. Fig. 9(d) shows the search trace of our pro-
posed EM decoder. Even though the initial parameters are far
from the ground truth, the decoder approaches it in a manage-
able number of iterations. Unlike exhaustive search, the EM de-
coder estimates the parameters in a continuous space.

The proposed EM decoder can handle slight manipulations
including slight downsampling and cropping. If the manipula-
tion is too severe (such as 90 degree rotation), the system will
deem the target image as tampered. Possible ways to handle se-
vere manipulations include normalizing the original and target
images [52] or starting with a set of images obtained from the
target image (e.g., all of its 90 degree rotations).

The decoding complexity is , where is the
number of projection coefficients, and is the search window
size. In the E-step, computing takes per projec-
tion coefficient. In the M-step, the computation of moments for
parameter estimation also takes per projection coeffi-
cient.

Our system decodes the authentication data using legitimate
target images that may have undergone contrast, brightness,
and affine warping adjustments. The next section considers
decoding with tampered target images as side information.

V. TAMPERING LOCALIZATION

Localization of tampering requires reconstructing the orig-
inal image projection using the tampered image as side infor-
mation. As will be shown in simulation results, using legitimate
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Fig. 10. Space-varying two-state lossy channel. The image is divided into
nonoverlapping blocks. Each block has an associated channel state indicating
whether the block is tampered or legitimate.

Fig. 11. The target image in (a) is a tampered version of the original image in
Fig. 3(a). The image in (b) is the overlaid channel state for each 16� 16 block.
The red blocks are tampered, and the others are legitimate.

editing models to decode the authentication data with tampered
side information needs a high authentication data rate. In this
section, we describe a localization decoder that requires a much
lower authentication data rate. The decoder handles the correla-
tion between the original image and slightly tampered target im-
ages using a sum-product algorithm over a factor graph [53]. We
first formulate the localization problem using a space-varying
two-state channel and then describe the localization decoder
factor graph.

A. Space-Varying Two-State Channel

The space-varying two-state channel is shown in Fig. 10. In
the legitimate state, the channel output is legitimate editing, such
as JPEG2000 compression and reconstruction. The tampered
state additionally includes malicious tampering. The channel
state variable is defined per nonoverlapping 16 16 block
of image . If any pixel in block is part of the tampering,

; otherwise, . The authentication problem dis-
cussed in Sections III and IV is a decision per image; the tam-
pering localization problem can be formulated as deciding on

for each block, given the Slepian–Wolf bitstream .
Fig. 11(b) shows the channel states overlaid on a tampered target
image shown in Fig. 11(a). The red blocks are tampered, and the
others are legitimate.

Given the quantized original image projection , and the
target image projection , one can infer the channel state
using Bayes’ theorem:

(3)

The localization decoder requires more information than the au-
thentication decoder since it additionally estimates the channel

Fig. 12. Factor graph for the localization decoder.

states, and a tampered image is usually less correlated to
than an authentic one. If authentication is run before tampering
localization, the localization decoder can reuse the authenti-
cation data and merely request incremental localization data.
Such an implementation is possible using rate-adaptive LDPC
codes [46]. In practice, the bitrate of the incremental localiza-
tion data is estimated using a representative training set of tam-
pered images. Next we introduce the decoder factor graph that
connects the LDPC decoding to the channel state inference. The
sum-product algorithm over the factor graph simultaneously de-
codes the Slepian–Wolf bitstream and localizes the tampering.

B. Decoder Factor Graph

A factor graph [53] is a bipartite graphical model that repre-
sents a factorization of a joint probability distribution of random
variables. There are two classes of nodes: the variable nodes
represent the random variables of interest; the factor nodes rep-
resent the probabilistic relationships among the adjacent vari-
able nodes. Based on the factor graph representation, the sum-
product algorithm efficiently marginalizes the approximate joint
distribution for all variables.

The factor graph in Fig. 12 shows the relationship among the
Slepian–Wolf bitstream (at syndrome nodes), the image projec-
tion (quantized to 3 bits at bit nodes), and the side infor-
mation and channel states (within the spatial model). The vari-
able nodes of interest are which form the
binary representation of and the channel states con-
tained in the spatial model. The factor node at each syndrome
node is an indicator function of the satisfaction of that syndrome
constraint. The factor rep-
resents the relationship between image projection , side
information , and the channel state . When , factor

is proportional to the integral of a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean and a fixed variance over the quanti-
zation interval of . When is uniform.
The spatial model of the channel states is independent and iden-
tically distributed (IID), a 1D Markov chain, or a 2D Markov
random field. Decoding is via the sum-product algorithm exe-
cuted over the entire factor graph. The decision about the value
of state is a threshold operating on the resulting marginal
probability. Details of the algorithm are presented in [54], [55].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We use test images at 512 512 resolution in 8-bit gray scale
resolution. The authentic test images are JPEG or JPEG2000
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Fig. 13. Minimum rates (averaged for the tampered states) for correctly de-
coding Slepian–Wolf bitstream for the image Lena with the projection� quan-
tized to 4 bits.

compressed and reconstructed at several qualities. The mali-
cious attack consists of the overlay of text banners at a random
location in the image or removing a randomly selected Maxi-
mally Stable Extremal Region (MSER) [56] of 1500 pixels of
larger by interpolating the region. For the text banners, the text
color is white or black, whichever is more visible, to avoid gen-
erating trivial attacks, such as white text on a white area.

Using this data set, we demonstrate the performance of the au-
thentication system for compressed images, the authentication
system with EM decoder for adjusted images, and the tampering
localization system.

A. Authentication of Compressed Images

The quantization of the authentication encoder is varied so
that the Slepian–Wolf encoder processes between 1 to 8 bits,
starting with the most significant. The Slepian–Wolf codec is
implemented using rate-adaptive LDPC codes [46] with block
size of 1024 bits. During authentication data generation, the bit-
planes of are encoded successively. The bitplanes are con-
ditionally decoded, with each decoded bitplane acting as addi-
tional side information for subsequent bitplanes [57].

Fig. 13 compares the minimum decodable rates of the
Slepian–Wolf bitstream for Lena with the projection

quantized to 4 bits. The following observations also hold
for other images and levels of quantization. The rate required
to decode with legitimately created side information
is significantly lower than the rate (averaged over 100 trials)
when the side information is tampered, for JPEG2000 or JPEG
reconstruction PSNR above 30 dB. Moreover, as the PSNR
increases, the rate for legitimate side information decreases,
while the rate for tampered side information stays high and
close to the conventional fixed length coding. The rate gap
justifies our choice for the Slepian–Wolf bitstream size: the size
just sufficient to authenticate both legitimate 30 dB JPEG2000
and JPEG reconstructed versions of the original image.

We now fix the authentication data sizes of different numbers
of bits in quantization to evaluate the tampering detection using
3 450 legitimate and 3 450 tampered test images with
and in (1) for legitimate and tampered models. We
measure the false acceptance rate (the chance that a tampered

Fig. 14. Receiver operating characteristic curves of tampering detection with
different number of bits in quantization of� for test images. This demonstrates
that higher quantization precision offers better detection performance.

Fig. 15. ROC equal error rates for different authentication data sizes using con-
ventional fixed length coding, distributed source coding, and JPEG-compressed
mean projection.

image is falsely accepted as a legitimate one) and the false re-
jection rate (the chance that a legitimate image is falsely de-
tected as a tampered one). Fig. 14 compares the receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curves for tampering detection with
different numbers of bits in quantization by sweeping the deci-
sion threshold in the likelihood ratio test.

Fig. 14 shows that higher quantization precision offers better
detection performance, but at the cost of more authentication
data. Fig. 15 plots the ROC equal error rate versus the authenti-
cation data size and demonstrates that distributed source coding
reduces the data size by more than 80% compared to conven-
tional fixed length coding at an equal error rate of 2%. Dis-
tributed source coding also outperforms a baseline authentica-
tion based on JPEG. The encoder of this system uses JPEG to
compress the coefficients of a 16 16-block mean projection.
The decoder’s decision is based on , where

is the reconstructed original image projection and is the
image projection of the target image.

B. Authentication of Adjusted Images

Now we evaluate the performance of the EM decoder for
the test images with affine warping adjustments. The first
experiment shows the minimum decodable rates for rotated and
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Fig. 16. Minimum rate for decoding authentication data using legitimate ad-
justed test images as side information for different using different decoders.
(a) The test images have undergone rotation. (b) The test images have under-
gone horizontal shearing. The EM decoder requires minimum rates only slightly
higher than the oracle decoder, while the decoder unaware of adjustment re-
quires higher and higher rate as the adjustment increases.

sheared target images. We apply an affine warping adjustment
to the images and crop them to 512 512. Then JPEG2000
or JPEG compression and reconstruction are applied at 30
dB reconstruction PSNR. In the tampered state, the malicious
attack overlays a 20 122 pixel text banner randomly on the
image. The image projection is quantized to 4 bits, and the
Slepian–Wolf encoder uses a 4096-bit LDPC code with 400
degree-1 syndrome nodes. Fig. 16 compares the minimum rates
for decoding with legitimate test images using three
different decoding schemes: the EM decoder that learns the
affine parameters, an oracle decoder that knows the parameters,
and a decoder unaware of adjustment that always assumes no
adjustment. Fig. 16(a) and (b) show the results when the affine
warping adjustments are rotation around the image center and
horizontal shearing, respectively. The EM decoder requires
minimum rates only slightly higher than the oracle decoder,
while the decoder unaware of adjustment requires higher and
higher rates as the adjustment increases.

For the next experiment, we set the authentication data size to
250 bytes and measure false acceptance and rejection rates. The
acceptance decision is made based on the likelihood of and

with estimated parameters within the estimated cropped-in
blocks. The settings remain the same except that parameter
is randomly drawn from [ ], from [ ], and

from [ ], and from [ ], and
and from [ ]. The JPEG2000/JPEG reconstruction

PSNR is selected from 30 to 42 dB. With 15,000 trials, Fig. 17
shows the receiver operating characteristic curves. The EM de-
coder performance is very close to that of the oracle decoder,
while the decoder unaware of adjustments rejects authentic test
images with high probability. The exhaustive search decoder,
which tries parameter samples at intervals of 0.01 for and ,
0.1 for , and 1 for rounded from the ground truth, also suffers
from high probability of false rejection due to the inaccurate pa-
rameters used. In the legitimate case, the EM decoder estimates
the transform parameters , and
with mean squared error

, and 0.34, respectively.

C. Tampering Localization

In practice, the localization decoder would only run if the au-
thentication decoder deems an image to be tampered, so we test

Fig. 17. Receiver operating characteristic curves for different decoders. The
target images have undergone random contrast, brightness, and affine warping
adjustments and JPEG/JPEG2000 compression. The EM decoder performance
is very close to that of the oracle decoder, while the decoder unaware of adjust-
ments rejects authentic test images with high probability. The exhaustive search
decoder, which tries parameter samples at intervals of 1 for �, 0.1 for �, and
0.01 for the others rounded from the ground truth, also suffers from high prob-
ability of false rejection due to the inaccurate parameters used.

the tampering localization system only with maliciously tam-
pered images. We use test images with JPEG2000 or JPEG com-
pression and reconstruction applied at several qualities above 30
dB. The malicious tampering consists of the overlaying of up to
five text banners of different sizes at random locations in the
image. The text banner sizes are 198 29, 29 254, 119 16,
16 131, and 127 121 pixels. The text color is white or black,
depending on which is more visible, again avoiding generating
trivial attacks, such as overlaying white text on a white area. All
five text banners are placed for malicious tampering, because
greater tampering makes tampering more easily detected, but
makes localization more difficult.

Fig. 18 shows the Slepian–Wolf bitstream of these
rates (in bits per pixel of the original image ) for Lena with

in 4-bit quantization. The placement of text banners is
random for 100 trials, leading to tampering of 12% to 17% of
the nonoverlapping 16 16 blocks of the original image .
Decoding the localization data using a legitimate model for
tampered target images requires a bit rate close to fixed length
coding. Using the localization decoder instead results in 65%
less bit rate when the spatial model is IID, and even less rate
when the spatial model is 1D or 2D. Fig. 19 shows the ROC
curves of undetected tampered pixels against falsely deemed
tampered blocks for these spatial models, and demonstrates
that the advantage of 1D and 2D spatial models over the IID
model is in reducing the rate of undetected tampered pixels.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents and investigates a novel image authen-
tication scheme that distinguishes legitimate encoding varia-
tions of an image from tampered versions based on distributed
source coding and statistical methods. A two-state lossy channel
model represents the statistical dependency between the orig-
inal and the target images. Tampering degradations are cap-
tured by using a statistical image model, and legitimate com-
pression noise is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 18. Minimum rates for decoding Slepian–Wolf bitstream under various
spatial models.

Fig. 19. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the tampering localization
decoders using spatial models. The rates of falsely deemed tampered blocks can
reach zero, while keeping the undetected tampered pixel rates at about 2%, since
most of the blocks falsely deemed untampered have only a few pixels tampered.
In most cases, 1D and 2D spatial models achieve a lower undetected tampered
pixel rate at a given falsely deemed tampered block rate.

Slepian–Wolf coding that exploits the correlation between the
original and the target image projections achieves significant
rate savings. The Slepian–Wolf decoder is extended using ex-
pectation maximization algorithms to address target images that
have undergone contrast, brightness, and affine warping adjust-
ment. The localization decoder infers the tampered locations
and decodes the Slepian–Wolf bitstream by applying the sum-
product algorithm over a factor graph which represents the rela-
tionship among the Slepian–Wolf bitstream, projections of the
original image and the target image, and the block states. Spatial
models are applied to exploit the spatial correlation of the tam-
pering. Distributed source coding is an ideal tool for the image
authentication problem in which the data sent for authentication
are highly correlated to the information available at the receiver.
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